The use of an auditory model in predicting perceptual ratings of breathy voice quality.
Despite much research, the relationship between vocal acoustic signals and perceived voice quality is not well understood. The present study used an auditory model proposed by Moore et al to study how changes in the acoustic spectrum may relate to changes in perceptual ratings of breathiness. Perceptual ratings of breathiness were obtained using a multidimensional scaling (MDS) design. The stimulus distances on the dominant MDS dimension were correlated with several commonly used acoustic measures for voice quality. These distances were also compared with measures obtained from the output of the auditory model. Results show that the partial loudness of the harmonic energy obtained with the aspiration noise acting as a masker was the most important predictor of perceptual ratings of breathiness. Results also demonstrate that measures obtained from the auditory spectrum were better predictors of perceptual ratings of breathiness than were commonly used acoustic spectral measures.